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Fear
It’s always easy
to jump feet first.
It’s the landing
that is hard.
 
That first
breath-taking
rush of
gravity
pries open
your eyes.
 
The best view
is always
during the
fall.
 
The world
beneath you
as you’ve
never seen it.
The Big Picture
becoming larger,
more real.
 
There is a freedom
in the
weightlessness,
the loss of
control.
 
The sweet taste
of excitement
dances on
your tongue.
It permeates
the blood
running red through
your face.
Your hands
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float by
your sides,
playing cheerfully
with the chill
in the air.
 
You see.
 
For the first time
you see
yourself
free from the
burden
of choice.
Unattached
body and mind.
 
A beauty revealed
with such clear
vision, you could
almost be convinced
it was not
your own.
 
As if you were outside
yourself.
Moving about like a
slight breeze
caressing every
curve of
your body.
Feeling.
Totally aware.
 
Then, all at once
your vision blurs
and you seep
back inside
yourself
as rogue
thoughts
fly past,
swirling around
like dead leaves
catching in
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the red knit
scarf tied
round
your neck.
 
The warmth in
your hands,
the color in
your cheeks,
the moisture in
your lips
retreat,
pooling together
in the corners of
your eyes.
 
This is Fear.
 
The type that
ushers in the
inevitable
unknown.
 
It holds you
still.
Suspending
your body
inches from
the ground.
 
Questions drown
out answers.
The Why
What and When
surround an
empty mind
and heavy body
dying
to be
firmly
planted
on
the
ground.
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And then,
 
 
A quiet pressure
crawls up your spine.
You are standing
upright.
Your feet
able to
move again.
 
Is it over?
For something
has surely
begun.
You walk
steadily on,
looking back
only to see
snowy footprints
being
filled
in.
 
Quite possibly
never to be
seen again.


